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Why encode in TEI?

You need...

- "a simple data format that balances the needs of people to read/write data with the needs of machines to read/write data."

- a format for interchanging bits of structured data

- a standard way of annotating these documents.

- ...to make explicit certain features of text in order to aid the processing of that text by computer programs.
What features?

Almost anything! Have to make choices based on your project's goals and resources:

- Making the information conveyed by a page layout readable to a machine? (capturing paragraphs as `<p>`, tagging decorative initial capitals)

- Adding scholarly interpretation that makes the text richer? (adding notes, or glosses, adding explanation for why/how various phenomena occur, associating a pronoun with the name of the person being referenced)

- Standardizing bits of the text so they can be processed more easily? (expanding abbreviations, associating dates and place names with standard formats)
To what end?

The goal is always to make the text readable to a machine—so what you choose to encode depends on what you want an application to be able to read.

Think about what aspects of the text are not susceptible to machine processing in their current format, and what the benefits would be of addressing that (dates, names, places)

Can be tricky: if you're encoding for unknown future uses.

Let's look at how some real life websites make use of the various kinds of encoding options we talked about.
Encoding text structure

- Enables sensible rendering of the text online
- Enables searching restricted to specific regions of the text

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/ecco/
Encoding text structure

- Enables sensible rendering of the text online
- Enables searching restricted to specific regions of the text
Normalizing non-standard forms

- Enables thorough searching and sorting
- Allows simultaneous fidelity to the source and ease of processing
- Enables creation of visualizations like maps and timelines
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http://www.newtonproject.sussex.ac.uk/
Adding interpretation/glossing

- Enables references between text and external factors such as people or known events
- Richly encoded file becomes the basis of your edition

---

451
Br. 1990: 454 | CL: 372
From: Vincent van Gogh
To: Theo van Gogh
Date: Nuenen, on or about Wednesday, 2 July 1884

My dear Theo,

Many thanks for your letter and 200 francs enclosed.

Thanks for letting me know the size of the frame, for which I'm thinking of making a little woman spinning, after the large study.

As you know, the last impressions that I had of him were rather unfavourable as a consequence of 3 large canvases that I saw at his place and in which I literally saw nothing, either in reality or in an imaginary world.

Still, a few watercolours he was working on at the time — horses in the dunes — were better, although very sketchy. And I saw in them things that mean I can readily understand that the painting you talk about is good.

I was pleased to hear good reports about Breitner for once. As you know, the last impressions that I had of him were rather unfavourable as a consequence of 3 large canvases that I saw at his place and in which I literally saw nothing, either in reality or in an imaginary world.

Still, a few watercolours he was working on at the time — horses in the dunes — were better, although very sketchy. And I saw in them things that mean I can readily understand that the painting you talk about is good.

As to the drawing society: first, I'd utterly forgotten about it because I was painting those particular figures:

---

1. This 'large' painting of a woman spinning must be the same one referred to in letters 449 and 450. The 'little woman spinning' may have been the woman spinning that is under *The parsonage garden in the snow* (F 194 / JH 603), which measures 59 x 78 cm. For an X-ray image of this see exhib. cat. Vienna 1996, p. 172. Cf. also letter 466.


3. See for these three large works by Breitner, one of which

http://www.vangoghletters.org/vg/
Open, non-proprietary standard

Stored in plain text but usually thought of as contrasting with it

Marks beginning and ends of spans of text using tags: <sentence>This is a sentence.</sentence>
XML in brief (2)

Spans of text must nest properly:

Wrong:
<sentence>Overlap is <emphasis>not allowed!</sentence></emphasis>

Right:
<sentence>Overlap is <emphasis>not allowed!</emphasis></sentence>
Elements (tags), attributes, values, content

<sentence type="declarative">This is a sentence.</sentence>

<sentence type="interrogative">Is this a sentence?</sentence>
Elements (tags), attributes, values, content

Elements may have one attribute, many attributes, or none, but each attribute on any given element must be unique.

Valid: `<sentence type="declarative">This is a sentence.</sentence>`

Valid: `<sentence type="interrogative" xml:lang="en">Is this a sentence?</sentence>`

Valid: `<sentence> This is a sentence. </sentence>`

Invalid: `<sentence type="declarative" type="true">This is a sentence.</sentence>`
XML as a tree

- We use family tree terms: parent, child, sibling, ancestor, and descendent.
- *Remember, everything must nest properly!*
Structure, not appearance

Most people use XML to describe the structure of a document rather than its appearance. Information about how to render various components of the document is usually stored separately, in a stylesheet.
Questions?